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Sandia Peak Ski Patrol Training Manual
(Revised: 18 December 2002)

Purpose
The purpose of this manual is to document current Sandia Peak Ski Patrol training
practices and standards and allow for smooth continuity between Testing and Training
advisors.

Documents
This document was written in accordance with the following documents.  Please refer to
these documents for more details on the procedures noted below.
The Ski Patroller's Manual, 14th Edition, National Ski Patrol
Ski & Toboggan Training Manual, National Ski Patrol
Senior Manual, National Ski Patrol
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Outdoor Emergency Care
1) All candidates must pass the National Ski Patrol Outdoor Emergency Care course

before training in the lower patrol room or on the snow can begin.
2) All candidates must obtain CPR - Basic Life Support certification before training in the

lower patrol room or on the snow can begin.

On The Hill Training
All candidates must attend the annual On-The-Hill Training and must complete chairlift
evacuation training annually.

Auxiliary Patroller Training
Program Goals
1) To familiarize Sandia Peak Ski Patrol candidates with lower patrol room operations.
2) To provide candidates with supervised practice in patient care.
3) To provide Sandia Peak Ski Patrol with a pool of qualified auxiliary patrollers.
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Considerations
1) All candidates who have successfully completed the National Ski Patrol Outdoor

Emergency Care course and obtained CPR - Basic Life Support certification are eligible
for Sandia Peak Ski Patrol auxiliary training.

2) All candidates who intend to become basic ski patrollers at Sandia Peak must complete
auxiliary training before basic training can commence.

3) Auxiliary candidates should complete auxiliary training within the first two weeks of area
operations.  All candidates who wish to participate in the basic training or chair#4
authorization training will optimally have completed auxiliary training before any on-the-
snow training takes place, including the traditional ski-off event.

Steps to Completing Auxiliary Training
1) Complete the auxiliary written test.  Test is open book format.  Auxiliary Advisor will

grade tests.  Candidate must pass with a score of 80% correct or better.  Auxiliary
advisor will sign off on the auxiliary training record sheet.

2) Complete two days of service in the lower patrol room under the supervision of an
auxiliary patroller, during area winter operations.  Supervising auxiliary patroller must
sign off on training record that auxiliary candidate completed specified training days.

3) Provide complete and appropriate patient care to at least one patient, under the
supervision of an auxiliary patroller, while working in the lower patrol room.
Supervising auxiliary patroller must sign off on training record that auxiliary candidate
provided appropriate patient care.

4) Auxiliary advisor must sign the training record sheet documenting that they approve the
candidate for auxiliary patroller status.

Basic Patroller Training
Program Goals
1) To familiarize Sandia Peak Ski Patrol candidates with Sandia Peak mountain

operations.
2) To assist patrollers in meeting National Ski Patrol skiing standards.
3) To provide training in safe operation of a toboggan that meets National Ski Patrol

standards.
4) To provide candidates with supervised practice in patient care on the mountain.
5) To provide Sandia Peak Ski Patrol with a pool of qualified basic patrollers.

Considerations
1) Basic candidates must have successfully completed auxiliary training and be a member

of Sandia Peak Ski Patrol in good standing.
2) All members of the Sandia Peak Ski Patrol at the auxiliary level are eligible to

participate in basic training.
3) Basic candidates may train on alpine skis, telemark skis, or snowboards.
4) Basic training should never interfere with operation of the ski area. When crowds

warrant, all training with toboggans should be suspended.  Trainers and Team Leaders
should be in communication about crowds.

5) Ski Patrollers should never block a run or conduct training operations such that flow of
skiing traffic is impeded.

6)  Keep all toboggan activities to the sides of the run as much as possible.
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7)  Make sure there are always at least 4 toboggans with packs ready for use at the top of
Chair #1.

Steps to Completing Basic Training
1) All basic candidates must attend the Pre-Training Ski Evaluation (also known as the

Ski-Off).  The purpose of this event is to evaluate basic candidates' skiing or boarding
level and assign candidates to groups based on the amount of training trainers feel
candidates will need to prepare for the Basic Level Ski Test.  Candidates who cannot
attend the Pre-Training Ski Evaluation must make prior arrangements with the Testing
& Training Advisor.
a) A - level candidates demonstrate skiing or boarding skills at or above the level

required to pass the Basic Ski, Board, and Toboggan Test.
b) B - level candidates will require additional work on basic skiing or boarding skills

before being able to pass the Basic Ski, Board, and Toboggan Test. B-level
candidates, with the necessary effort, could possibly pass the Basic Ski, Board, and
Toboggan Test by the end of one season of training.

c) C - level candidates require more than one season of effort in improving skiing or
boarding skills in order to pass the Basic Ski, Board, and Toboggan Test.

2) Complete the Basic candidate Training sign-off sheet.  B-level candidates must
complete all the steps.  A-level candidates must complete steps 1 - 7 (Lower Patrol
Room requirement, Sweep requirements, On-the-Hill Incident requirements) and all
Class A steps.

3) Candidate must successfully pass the Basic Patroller Written Test with a score of 80%
correct or better.  Written test must be completed before the Basic Level Ski, Board, &
Toboggan Test.  Testing & Training advisor must sign-off on the training record.

4) Candidate must have two Sandia Peak Ski Patrol trainers recommend the candidate for
testing.  Trainers must sign-off on the training record.

5) Candidates who have completed the Basic Candidate sign off sheet are eligible to take
the next scheduled Basic Ski, Board & Toboggan Test.

6) Candidate must pass the Basic Ski, Board & Toboggan Test to the standards of the
National Ski Patrol.

Skiing Skills for Basic Candidates
See Appendix - Basic Skiing Maneuvers & Performance Objectives
See Appendix - Basic Skiing Concepts

Note:  All candidates are encouraged to take advantage of lessons offered by Professional
Ski Trainers of America (PSIA) - certified trainers.  Lessons are available at Sandia Peak
through the Ski School.  All patrollers are eligible for a $30 rebate on a PSIA lesson once
per year.

Toboggan Skills for Basic Candidates
Toboggan Skill Set #1:  Toboggans:  What They Are & How They Work
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Identify key components of the toboggan (horns, chain brake, tail rope, pins fins,

straps, etc.).
2) Pack a toboggan pack correctly (according to the photo poster in the lower patrol

room).  This task can take place at the base area instead of the top if you prefer.
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3) Secure a toboggan pack correctly in a toboggan.
4) Inspect a toboggan to be sure it is ready for use.
5) Know how to secure a toboggan correctly at the top of the hill and at a scene.
6) Demonstrate proper storage of toboggans at the base.
Instructional Components:
1) Show candidates how toboggans are stored.
2) Drag a toboggan off the slope, out of the way of the public and have candidates go

through a toboggan pack.
3) Show candidates all the key components and explain what to look for when inspecting

a toboggan for use.
4) Have candidates practice inspecting a toboggan, verbalizing what they would look for.
5) Show candidates where to store toboggans at the base so the toboggans are out of the

way of traffic.

Toboggan Skill Set #2:  Running an Unloaded Toboggan
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Demonstrate proper positioning in the horns when operating an unloaded toboggan in a

variety of terrain and snow conditions, including bumps, steeps, powder, and crud.
2) Demonstrate proper route selection and crowd awareness.
3) Demonstrate proper operation of the unloaded toboggan while descending the fall line.
4) Demonstrate a proper hockey stop in an emergency.
5) Demonstrate proper skating technique for moving across the flats.
6) Demonstrate proper technique for skiing an unloaded toboggan in the bumps.
7) Note:  Sandia Peak Ski Patrol does not endorse performing kick turns in the horns of a

toboggan at the basic patroller level.
8) Demonstrate proper and safe return of an unloaded toboggan to the top of Chair #1.

Instructional Components:
1) Give verbal directions and demonstrations on proper techniques for running an

unloaded sled on a variety of terrain.
2) Candidates & trainers may also use bamboo poles in the absence of a toboggan to

practice the above maneuvers.
3) Practice loading and unloading toboggans on Chair #1.

Toboggan Skill Set #3:  Scene Management:
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Demonstrate proper approach to a scene.
2) Demonstrate proper technique for securing the toboggan at a scene.
3) Demonstrate proper technique for positioning a patient in the toboggan.
4) Demonstrate proper technique for securing a patient in the toboggan.
Instructional Components:
1) Use another trainer or patroller to be a patient at a scene.
2) The trainer can serve as the first on scene and help direct the candidate with the

toboggan to the correct position.
3) Complete a full patient assessment on scene and determine best course of action.
4) Demonstrate to candidates various options for placing and securing a patient in the

toboggan, based on patient's injuries.
5) Have candidate practice securing patients in the toboggan.
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6) Have candidate practice returning to the horns, locking horns and putting on skis in the
horns with a loaded toboggan.

Toboggan Skill Set  #4:  Skiing with a loaded toboggan
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Demonstrate proper technique for safe operation of a loaded toboggan in a variety of

terrain and snow conditions, including bumps, steeps, powder, and crud.
2) Demonstrate proper side slip - wedge transitions.
3) Demonstrate side slip and falling leaf maneuvers.
4) Demonstrate a correct emergency stop.
5) Demonstrate proper technique for skating across the flats.
6) Demonstrate proper parallel turns and wedge turns in the sled.
7) Demonstrate proper speed control, including use of the chain brake.
8) Demonstrate proper tail rope techniques.
9) Demonstrate proper technique for changing positions in the horns.
10) Note:  Sandia Peak Ski Patrol does not endorse performing kick turns in the horns of a

toboggan at the basic patroller level.
Instructional Components:
1) Have candidates practice with a loaded toboggan in a variety of terrain, including

bumps, powder, crud, etc.
2) Have candidates practice both horn and tail rope positions.
3) Have candidates practice changing positions in the horns.

Note:  See Appendix for Basic Candidate Sign off Sheet.  The training sign-off sheet
breaks down skill sets into specific lessons.  For more details on objectives, lesson
components, and training exercises, refer to the National Ski Patrol Ski and Toboggan
Training Manual.

Ski, Board, & Toboggan Test
The Basic Ski, Board, and Toboggan Test consists of the following components.
Candidates must receive a score of a + or = in all components of the test.  For further
information and description of standards, refer to the National Ski Patrol Ski and Toboggan
Training Manual.

Skiing & Boarding Skills:
Wedge turns (skiing only)
Long radius turns
Medium radius turns
Short radius turns
Crud, powder, & bumps
Sideslip, falling leaf, sideslip-wedge transitions
Strength test (herringbone & side-step uphill ex:  Dipsy)
Equipment Carry

Toboggan Skills:
1) Initial check & set-up of the toboggan for function, safety, and contents.
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2) Run to incident scene anywhere on Sandia Peak in any snow conditions with an
unloaded toboggan, in a controlled manner skiing/boarding slightly faster than the
general skiing public with minimal slippage and bouncing of the toboggan.

3) Securely anchor the toboggan in an appropriate location near the patient, maintain
scene safety and load the patient safely in the toboggan.

4) Smoothly, safely, and expeditiously run a loaded toboggan to the Lower Patrol Room
on any slope in any snow conditions using appropriate route selection with the aid of a
patroller on tail rope when appropriate.

5) When a patroller is in control of the tail rope, the patroller should be able to keep the tail
of the toboggan from slipping which would endanger the patient and add addition
breaking when asked by the patroller in the horns of the toboggan.  This is
accomplished by proper uphill position of the tail rope patroller and appropriate
technique in holding the rope.

6) Successfully and safely complete an emergency stop with a loaded and unloaded
toboggan and demonstrate effective recovery techniques, if necessary.

Chair #4 Authorization
The Chair #4 Authorization Program operates only during years when Sandia Peak is not
open to the top of the mountain and therefore basic training is unavailable to candidates.
The Chair #4 Authorization Program is available only when Chair #4 is the only chair lift
operating.

Program Goals
1) To take advantage of the training opportunities available
2) To involve more candidates in the ski patrol
3) To help more candidates improve their skiing skills
4) To increase the pool of patrollers capable of patrolling on Chair #4.

Considerations
1) Chair #4 authorization training takes place only when Chair #4 is the only chair

operating because snow conditions do not allow Sandia Peak to open to the top of the
mountain.  Chair #4 authorization training should not be offered at the same time when
basic training is offered.

2) Patrollers who meet criteria for Chair #4 authorization are not considered basic
patrollers.  Patrollers who meet criteria for Chair #4 authorization are only authorized to
run toboggans in the beginner area at Sandia Peak during times when Chair #4 is the
only chair lift operating.  When Sandia Peak opens to the top of the mountain, Chair #4
authorized patrollers may no longer run toboggans and must participate in basic
training.

3) Training must never interfere with basic operations of the ski area.
4) When crowds warrant, all training with toboggans should be suspended.  Trainers and

Team Leaders should be in communication about crowds.  A rule of thumb follow is to
suspend toboggan training whenever the Chair #4 maze has all lanes open and is 2
people deep or when a lift operator is managing crowds in the maze.  During
weekends, best training time is 8:00 - 10:00 a.m. 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.

5) Ski Patrollers should never block a run or conduct training operations such that flow of
skiing traffic is impeded.

6) Keep all toboggan activities to the sides of the run as much as possible.
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7) Make sure there are always 4 toboggans with packs ready for use at the top of Chair
#4.

8) When all practice toboggans have been used, toboggan training will cease.  Continue
work with candidates on skiing technique.

9) Use toboggans wisely and efficiently.  Take advantage of as much on the hill training
per toboggan as possible, i.e. do unloaded practice on the top of the run, do a scene
approach, and finish with loaded toboggan at the end.

Approval Criteria:
1) There is no official test for Chair #4.  Each candidate must get signed off on the training

sheet for each skill.  When the training sign-off sheet is completed, the candidate is
authorized to patrol, with toboggans, on Chair #4.

2) At least two different trainers must approve a candidate for Chair #4 patrolling.  If
necessary, a candidate must come up on two different days to obtain the required
approval.  An apprentice trainer may be involved in the evaluation of a candidate, but
may not sign off for Chair #4 approval.

3) Upon approving a candidate, the patroller who gives final approval must call the testing
& training advisor and give date of approval for that candidate.

4) When evaluating candidates, be sure candidates are skiing at or above the basic
patroller level.  On Chair #4, candidates must demonstrate all skills to a high level of
proficiency.

5) Upon lead trainer's approval, apprentices may work with candidates without having a
trainer present at all times.  However, the lead trainer for the day is responsible for all
training activities that take place.  Apprentices may sign off of specific skills for
candidates, but must do so only after checking with head trainer for approval.

6) Only the lead trainer can sign off on approval to patrol on Chair #4.
7) Approval runs must include a top to bottom run on Chair #4 for both loaded and

unloaded toboggan.

Skiing Skills
Candidates must demonstrate the following ski skills from the top of Chair #4 to the base
with out stopping.  Candidates must meet each criterion to the highest standard expected
by a basic patroller.

Wedge turns
Medium radius turns with parallel skis
Short radius turns
Side slip
Sideslip transitions to a wedge and back with direction change
Falling leaf
Skating on the flats
Hockey stops
Herringbone ascent
Kick turn with and without poles
Equipment carry

See Appendix - Basic Skiing Maneuvers & Performance Objectives
See Appendix - Basic Skiing Concepts
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Toboggan Skills
Toboggan Skill Set #1:  Toboggans:  What They Are & How They Work
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Identify key components of the toboggan (horns, chain brake, tail rope, pins fins,

straps, etc.).
2) Pack a toboggan pack correctly (according to the photo poster in the lower patrol).

This task can take place at the base area instead of the top if you prefer.
3) Secure a toboggan pack correctly in a toboggan.
4) Inspect a toboggan to be sure it is ready for use.
5) Know how to secure a toboggan correctly at the top of the hill and at a scene.
6) Demonstrate proper storage of toboggans at the base.

Instructional Components:
1) At the top of Chair #4, show candidates how toboggans are stored.
2) Drag a toboggan off the slope, out of the way of the public and have candidates go

through a toboggan pack.
3) Show candidates all the key components and explain what to look for when inspecting

a toboggan for use.
4) Have candidates practice inspecting a toboggan, verbalizing what they would look for.
5) Show candidates where to store toboggans at the base so the toboggans are out of the

way of traffic.

Toboggan Skill Set #2:  Running an Unloaded Toboggan
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Demonstrate the proper positioning in the horns when operating an unloaded

toboggan.
2) Demonstrate proper route selection and crowd awareness.
3) Demonstrate proper operation of the unloaded toboggan while descending the fall line.
4) Demonstrate a proper hockey stop in an emergency.
5) Demonstrate proper skating technique for moving across the flats.
6) Note:  Sandia Peak Ski Patrol does not endorse performing kick turns in the horns of a

toboggan at the Chair #4 authorization level.

Instructional Components:
1) Give verbal directions on proper techniques for running an unloaded sled.
2) Allow candidates to ski unloaded toboggans down first pitch and around corner.
3) Repeat the above sequence as much as time and toboggans will allow.
4) Candidates & trainers may also use bamboo poles in the absence of a toboggan to

practice the above maneuvers.

Toboggan Skill Set #3:  Scene Management:  Note:  This lesson should be combined with
the Lesson #2 to use toboggans most efficiently.
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Demonstrate proper approach to a scene.
2) Demonstrate proper technique for securing the toboggan at a scene.
3) Demonstrate proper technique for positioning a patient in the toboggan.
4) Demonstrate proper technique for securing a patient in the toboggan.
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Instructional Components:  Note:  You may want to run these exercises during an
unloaded toboggan run to make most efficient use of the toboggans.  Parts of this lesson
can also be conducted at the bottom of the hill.
1) Use another trainer or patroller to be a patient at a scene.
2) The trainer can serve as the first on scene and help direct the candidate with the

toboggan to the correct position.
3) Complete a full patient assessment on scene and determine best course of action.
4) Demonstrate to candidates various options for placing and securing a patient in the

toboggan, based on patient's injuries.  (This step can be conducted at the bottom of the
hill if there are not enough toboggans to complete the exercise).

5) Have candidate practice securing patients in the toboggan.  (This step can also be
conducted at the bottom of the hill)

6) Have candidate practice returning to the horns and putting on skis while in the horns
with a loaded toboggan.

7) Always ensure horns are locked for loaded toboggan (unlocked for unloaded)
transporting.

Toboggan Skill Set  #4:  Skiing with a loaded toboggan
Objectives:  The candidate will
1) Demonstrate proper technique for safe operation of a loaded toboggan.
2) Demonstrate proper side slip - wedge transitions on the upper face.
3) Demonstrate a correct emergency stop.
4) Demonstrate proper technique for skating across the flats.
5) Demonstrate proper parallel turns and wedge turns in the sled.
6) Demonstrate proper speed control.

Instructional Components:
1) Have candidates practice with a loaded toboggan from the top of Chair #4
2) Have candidates practice running an unloaded toboggan from the top of Chair #4 to an

incident site.  Allow candidates to complete an entire scene assessment, patient
loading, and skiing the loaded toboggan to the base.

See appendix for Chair #4 Authorization training sign-off sheet.

Unloaded Toboggan Authorization
On some occasions, the Testing & Training Advisor may authorize an auxiliary patroller to
run unloaded toboggans on chair #4 and/or the full mountain.  These occasions will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.  Individual trainers who feel an auxiliary patroller
should be authorized for unloaded toboggans must consult with the Testing & Training
Advisor before authorizing the auxiliary patroller for unloaded toboggans.  In general, this
option should be discouraged except for long-time auxiliary patrollers who have made
considerable contributions to the Patrol.  All new auxiliary candidates are encouraged to
participate in the basic training program to receive full toboggan authorization.

Senior Patroller
Senior-level training is available to all patrollers who have passed the Basic Ski, Board &
Toboggan program and received a recommendation from the Sandia Peak Ski Patrol
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Director.  Senior-level training takes place at Pajarito Ski Area and is organized by the
Sandia Peak Ski Patrol Senior Training Advisor.  The National Ski Patrol sets standards for
the Senior Program.  Training procedures and practices relevant to Sandia Peak patrollers
are set by the Sandia Peak Ski Patrol Senior Training Advisor.  For more information on
Senior-level training, reference the National Ski Patrol Senior Manual.

Transfer Patroller
Sandia Peak Ski Patrol welcomes patrollers transferring from other National Ski Patrol
member ski patrols.  To fully participate on the Sandia Peak Ski Patrol, transfer patrollers
must follow these procedures:

OEC Current from previous patrol with signed card or complete S.P.S.P.
Refresher

CPR Current card documenting certification through the season.

On-The-Hill Participate in S.P.S.P. On-the-Hill training

Auxiliary Status All of the above plus completion of the auxiliary training record form
(auxiliary written test, two training days, documented supervised
patient treatment and receive approval from the Auxiliary Advisor)
Note:  All transfer patrollers must meet this requirement, even if they
are transferring in with basic or senior status).

Basic Status Complete Basic SPSP written test, pass Basic Ski, Board & Toboggan
refresher clinic, and receive approval from the Testing & Training
Advisor.
Note:  Basic Ski, Board & Toboggan refresher clinic can take place
only if Sandia Peak is open to the top of the mountain.  If Chair #4
only is open, basic status can not be regained until Sandia Peak is
open to the top of the mountain.  In the meantime, the transfer
patroller may be Chair #4 authorized after demonstrating skiiing,
boarding and toboggan skills at the Chair #4 level for at least two
Sandia Peak Ski Patrol Trainers.

Senior or Satisfactorily Complete Ski, Board & Toboggan Senior Clinic National
Status on Senior terrain.

Refreshers
OEC All patrollers must successfully complete the National Ski Patrol OEC

refresher once each year.
CPR All patrollers must successfully demonstrate CPR skills once per year

and possess a signed CPR card current through the ski season.
On-the-Hill All patrollers must participate in On-the-Hill training at Sandia Peak

once per year.
Basic When Sandia Peak is open to the top of the mountain, all Basic

patrollers must demonstrate ski, board, and toboggan skills at the
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basic level to a Sandia Peak Ski Patrol Trainer.  Refresher
components include:
1) Skiing Requirements:

a) Demonstrate skiing in control on 3 different types of terrain
(including bumps)

b) Demonstrate side slipping, wedge, and transition.
c) Ski in control with equipment (poles, chair evacuation, carry

skis, etc)
2) Toboggan requirement:

a) Demonstrate effective maneuvers when running an unloaded
toboggan.  This does not have to be a top to bottom run.

b) Demonstrate approach, secure and load near the top of the hill.
Run a loaded toboggan to lower patrol room on 2 different
types of terrain.

Senior Participate in the ski and toboggan handling skill review in division-
authorized continuing education clinics once every three years.

Trainer Participate in annual trainer clinic.

Trainers
Sandia Peak Ski Patrol Ski, Board & Toboggan Trainers must meet the following criteria:
1) Demonstrate ski, board & toboggan skills above the basic standards.  Preference is

given to senior-level patrollers.  All basic trainers are encouraged to complete the
senior-level training and achieve senior-level status.

2) Complete National Ski Patrol Phase I Trainer Development Course.
3) Complete at least 1 year as a ski, board, & toboggan apprentice at Sandia Peak.

Apprentice trainers must participate in the training program for at least a full year, co-
lead at least six training classes, participate in at least one ski, board, & toboggan test,
and receive approval from the Testing & Training Advisor before becoming a full
trainer.

4) Receive approval from the Sandia Peak Ski Patrol Testing & Training Advisor.
5) Participate in annual trainer refresher.
6) All trainers are encouraged to complete the Phase II Trainer Development Course.

Levels of Trainers
Apprentice First-year trainer.  Apprentice trainers may not teach a ski, board &

toboggan lesson unless accompanied by a full ski, board, & toboggan
trainer.  Apprentice trainers may not administer basic refreshers
unless accompanied by a full ski, board, & toboggan trainer.  The only
exception to this rule can happen during the Chair #4 authorization
program and only at the discretion of the team lead trainer.
Apprentice trainers must participate in the training program for at least
a full year, co-lead at least six training classes, participate in at least
one ski, board, & toboggan test, and receive approval from the Testing
& Training Advisor before becoming a full trainer.

Basic Trainer Basic trainers have completed at least one year as a basic trainer
apprentice and have received approval of the Testing & Training
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advisor.  Basic trainers may lead any basic ski, board, & toboggan
class and administer refreshers for all basic patrollers.  Basic trainers
are encouraged to achieve senior-level status.

Lead Trainer Each team will have a lead trainer who delegates training duties to
team trainers.  Lead trainers must communicate with team leaders to
coordinate training with other patrolling activities.  Lead trainers are
responsible for making sure all team members complete annual ski,
board, & toboggan refreshers.  Team lead trainers will preferably have
senior-level status.

Senior Apprentice Trainer Senior trainers must ski or board at or above the senior-level.
Apprentice senior trainers may not teach senior-level ski, board, &
toboggan classes unless accompanied by a full senior trainer.  As with
basic apprentice trainers, senior-level basic trainers must participate in
the senior training program for at least one year and participate in at
least one senior-level ski, board, & toboggan test.

Senior Trainer Senior trainers have completed at least one year as a senior
apprentice trainer and received approval from the Testing & Training
Advisor and the Senior Training Advisor.  Senior trainers may lead any
senior training session and administer the senior-level ski, board, &
toboggan test.


